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Abstract.  Principles of legitimate science are presented along with their role in
theories of atomic and sub-atomic structure.  Atoms are described as being
composed of elementary physical particles.  ‘Standard’ theories have previous-
ly proven useful but are now inferior to the new Helicon Theory of Atomic and
Sub-Atomic Structure developed by Common Sense Science.

Introduction.  A jigsaw puzzle is composed of many parts that are better understood when
the pieces are assembled to display “the total picture.”  Of course, the pieces must “fit
together” or they will fail to create a harmony of shapes, colors, and content (a drawing,
photograph or pattern).  Each piece has a place in the puzzle, and extra or missing pieces
are detrimental to the legitimate function of the entire puzzle.

Theoretical Physics may be said to resemble such a jigsaw puzzle wherein “the ‘whole’ is
greater than the sum of its parts.”  This inherent synergism is defined as “the interaction
of elements that when combined produce a total effect that is greater than the sum of the
individual elements, contributions, etc.” [1]

In this context, the “puzzle” of theoretical physics is the legitimate description of matter
and its functional processes.  This “puzzle” has “pieces” (or models) called elementary
particles, atoms, and molecules.  If
the models are a good match to their
counterparts in physical reality, then
the models can be put together to
describe atomic structure with corre-
spondingly good fidelity.  This fun-
damental approach to a theory of
matter has produced Common Sense
Science.  The approach, models, and
the composite description of matter
(atomic structure) produce a credible
theory of matter possessing greater
fidelity than any of its predecessors.

Review of Common Sense Science Principles.  Common Sense Science believes that a
Great Error occurred when physicists abandoned “physical” models and theories, and
instead embraced abstraction as if the abstraction itself were reality.  In response to this
departure from logic and the deterioration in “physics as a science,” Common Sense
Science promotes and utilizes distinct principles upon which we believe science, and
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Figure 1
Toroidal Helicon Showing Its Electric and Magnetic Fields
(Not to Scale.  Both Field and Force Lines are Shown.)



physics in particular, must be based.

Physics Models Must Be Physical.   The first of these principles is that physics models
must be physical, that is, they must be based upon actual geometries occupying real space
and time—and accompanied by descriptions that define behaviors, motion (in time and
space), stability, interactions, dynamics and the like.  The Common Sense Science
approach avoids abstractions as much as possible and returns to concrete objects, things,
properties and behaviors [2]. 

Physics Models Must Be Causal.  Secondly, physics models must incorporate causality.
To the maximum extent possible, physicists should seek to provide direct cause and effect
descriptions of object behaviors where the causes and effects have some form of defined
mechanism or process connecting them.  These scientific criteria have been occasionally
derided as the ‘simplistic’ and the simpleton ‘desires of the ignorant or uninitiated.’  Such
‘ad hominem’ slurs appear to be little more than covers or attempts to obfuscate the hol-
lowness of ‘standard’ physics’ storylines.  “The objective scientific principle of a search
for the truth is replaced by the subjective aesthetic principle of a well-constructed
story”[3].

Usually, “if you can’t explain something where common folk can understand it, then you
don’t really understand it yourself.”  Many modern physicists may try to hide behind a
cloak of prestige and use their positional power and control of the ‘scientific’ press to
squelch voices that might reveal their “house of cards.”  But an increasing number of sci-
entists and non-scientists alike are beginning to see through the ruses and the continually-
hyped story-telling (guising-as-science), and can see that the Emperor of Standard Physics
is wearing no clothes.  “Story-telling” by scientists is now being elevated as “rhetorical
studies in science”[4].

“How It Works” Behavior Is Definable.  To say that something is ‘causal’ means that some
concept of “how it works” can be put forth, or some form of ‘mechanism’ or directed
action that specifies the system’s behavior is definable and explainable.  Such explana-
tions should be built upon existing principles or at least postulate new ones and how they
interrelate with existing principles [2, 5, 6].

Mathematics Describe Physical Interrelationships.  Sometime during the 20th Century,
mathematics ceased to be used as a precision nomenclature for expressing interrelation-
ships, functions and processes, and rather began to displace physical models in deference
to abstract models that could exist in concept form only.  Subsequently, erudite abstrac-
tions began to take over and displace ‘mere’ physical models altogether to the extent that
the abstractions became the definition of reality.  The abstract became the reality itself!
How absurd, and at the same time, how tragic for science.  In Common Sense Science, the
role of mathematics is that of a servant or tool that clarifies interrelationships, mecha-
nisms, functions and processes.  It is understood that the mathematics, in only a limited
manner, stand for or represent something that is in the real world.  The mathematics are
merely a part of the expressive modus for the model and are part of a model; the mathe-
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matics can never become the reality and at best only describe some limited aspect of real-
ity [7; pp. 9, 30, 33,].

Physics Models Must Exhibit Unity and Simplicity.  Within cosmology alone, the current
panoply of confused and contradictory models, theories, and so-called “facts,” generous-
ly hawked in the public press and passed off as “science,” represent the typical and ram-
pant results of eschewing simplicity, unity and consistency in modern physics.  The “par-
ticle zoo” of sub-atomic physics, along with the Standard Model’s descriptions of how
forces are transferred from one particle to another (by using still more particles!), the
litany of the lauded-illogical, the exalted contradictions, and the (seemingly) deliberately
complicated concepts in theoretical physics further illustrate the folly that has ensued
from our refusal to submit to disciplined principles in science.

Common Sense Science insists that physics models must be consistent with first princi-
ples and established laws of physics.  Models must be self-consistent, non-contradictory,
logical in progression, and fundamentally rational [7].  We persist in agreeing with
William of Ockham who stated that (translated from Latin): 

“Plurality is not to be assumed without necessity” and “What can be done with
fewer [assumptions] is done in vain with more.”  One consequence of this
methodology is the idea that the simplest or most obvious explanation [among]
several competing ones is the one that should be preferred until it is proven
wrong [emphasis added; excerpt from TechTarget.com].

Physics Models Must Be Testable, Verifiable and Falsifiable.  If Physics is to return to
being ‘physical,’ then theories and models must inherently incorporate some concept for
how the theory or model could be tested and verified via experiment, measurement or
other empirical means.  It is popularly understood that scientists ‘prove’ things.  What
nonsense!  What has been lost in the last few decades is the understanding that “nothing
can ever be said to be proven” in physics, or in science in general.  No one has proven the
theory of evolution, or the law of gravity, or Pythagorean’s Theorem.  Nor can they.  We
can perform experiments, take measurements, derive equations and gather observations
all of which are consistent with a given theory or model, but these findings still do not
prove the theory or model—they merely validate it “thus far.”  Perhaps tomorrow we will
make a finding that is telling against the theory.  In truth, the only thing we can do with a
large degree of certainty is to disprove or falsify a theory or model. 

Scientists should only endure theories and models that are fully consistent with all known
evidence and observations. Once any measurement or finding is found to contradict the
predictions of a given theory, such a theory should be abandoned and revisions undertak-
en.  This is the work of physics—work which many have seemed eager to avoid by ignor-
ing experimental results and even simple derivations that falsify their “pet” or preferred
theories.  For most of the 20th Century, many scientists have increasingly adopted a ‘con-
sensus’ thinking that threatens to irreparably damage science for all time.  By promoting
and believing that science can be merely a collection of the ‘agreed upon’ theories, as if
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Truth were a matter of popular vote (or the votes of an elite erudite group), we have
devolved to the morass of modern physics with its “paradoxes,” “singularities,” and
“alternative dimensions,” which are nothing more than the blatant embracing of illogical,
contradictory assertions that are known to be false, or impossible—all in the name of “sci-
ence.”  They dare call this ‘science’?  As Abraham Lincoln noted, “If the end brings me
out wrong, ten angels swearing I was right would make no difference.”  Science is not a
matter of consensus; it is a matter of seeking the truth, seeking reality, proving your case,
and demonstrating its veracity even in the face of opposition.

Similarly, Mach’s Criteria also seems applicable wherein he noted that “…no statement in
natural science is admissible unless it is empirically verifiable.”  A return to Mach’s
exceptionally rigorous criteria of verifiability could bring a much needed infusion of san-
ity into modern science which might lead many to reject the popular metaphysical con-
cepts that masquerade as ‘science’ these days [8].

Physics Models Must Have Utility.  The scientific discoveries of the 19th and early 20th
Centuries led to an explosion of inventions, devices, appliances and improvements in
everyday life for much of the world.  The Classical theories and models for electricity and
magnetism alone account for the majority of our present day technologies, transportation
methods, computing capabilities, and heating/cooling systems.  In contrast, however, sim-
ilar gains, inventions, new devices, etc., have not been forthcoming from the more recent
(mid-to-late 20th Century) theories of physics including Quantum Mechanics, Quantum
Chromo-Dynamics, and the General Theory of Relativity, to name a few.  Although, much
has been posthumously attributed to these theories—which is to say that after experimen-
tal findings and classical methods led to the invention/development of a new device, then
“Quantum-this” and “Relativity-that” were used to “explain” why something
worked—but little has actually been developed based upon the processes presumed by
these theories to be taking place in space or matter itself (e.g., quantum tunneling, energy
available from virtual particle creation, or energy exchanged by emission of bosons).

Common Sense Science believes that physical models which are consistent with experi-
mental findings and established laws will prove useful in making accurate and reliable
predictions, and will form better foundations for simulations, applications and new inven-
tions.  Better physical models in physics will significantly aid the analysis of materials (in
particular) and enhance our understanding of why various materials (e.g., elements, com-
pounds) possess their specific physical properties.

Relativity and Quantum Theory Difficulties.

Already Falsified, Yet Still in the Textbooks.  Many standing theories from the 20th
Century, while persisting in their popularity and fervently promoted as “facts” by their
adherents, have repeatedly been disproved by multiple experimental findings that are
inconsistent with those theories.  For examples of these findings, consider the research and
analysis of Paul Wesley regarding the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle [9], Curt
Renshaw and Neil Munch regarding Special Relativity Theory [10, 11], Halton Arp
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regarding the Hubble Law and cosmology [12], and Stuart Wolf regarding “quantum tun-
neling” [13].

Even though these theories have morphed and partitioned themselves into various
“camps” or variants, their underlying fundamental principle(s) are nonetheless at ques-
tion, and, from the viewpoint of many present-day physicists around the world, they
should be completely abandoned as rubbish.  The current Standard Model of Elementary
Particles, for example, which relies upon quantum theoretical assertions, interpretations
and predictions, is wholly unable to predict or explain many fundamental phenomena,
including:

Spin
Magnetic moment
Finite rest-mass
Particle stability
Inertial force
Ultraviolet spectral lines for H2

Illogical and Inconsistent Assumptions.  Furthermore, these theories are built upon illog-
ical and inconsistent assumptions.  For example, the Standard Model’s adherents insist
upon the reality of the point-particle assumption which asserts that the electron and many
other fundamental particles/sub-particles are infinitesimal in size having zero extent (i.e.,
an abstraction is the reality, according to these ‘physicists’) [14].  Yet many particles,
including the electron, are known to have:

Spin
Magnetic moment
Charge
Inertial mass
Measured extent or size

The stories as to how a point-particle can possess these kinds of physical properties are
bizarre and far-fetched, and most importantly, just stories.  That seems to be what much
of modern physics has degraded toward—story-telling. Years ago we rightly called mere
story-telling, even if told by Harvard or Princeton physicists, “science fiction.”  Today it
is much more difficult to separate what goes on the science shelf from what should be
reserved for the science fiction ranges.  Ascribing physical properties to an abstraction
(point-particle) and simply throwing the weight of ‘scientific consensus’ around to claim
that these properties are really, really just assumed properties and not explainable, “don’t
make it so.”  Not for Common Sense Scientists anyway.

Another inconsistency in modern standard theories is the difficult-to-detect error of
Changing Frames of Reference.  This error is the equivalent of attempting to “have it both
ways.”  Einstein’s gedankenexperiment referred to as the Twin’s Paradox is a classic
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example of error with respect to frames of reference, and the underlying principle that a
‘preferred’ frame exists [15].  Particularly where our theories address matters that are at
the current limits of our abilities to conduct experiments or make measurements, we must
be careful to thoroughly examine the assumptions used, the logical progression applied
and look for changes in assumptions or frames of reference as we progress.  To fail to do
so is to remain in blindness unawares-perhaps the worst kind of blindness.  The time has
come when we must abandon our fetish for consensus, and relinquish our lauding of spe-
cific individuals that has placed certain theories beyond question and revision.  Scientists
must begin to doggedly, critically, rigorously and respectfully examine each other’s work,
and welcome the same with respect to their own work.  Then perhaps we could return to
genuine advances in physics.

Electro-Magnetic Ring (Helicon) Theory.  Since it
is insufficient to criticize existing theories without
proposing an alternative to those theories, it should
be noted that numerous alternative models exist for
the atom, for fundamental particles and for sub-
atomic particles, and these alternatives have been
presented at scientific forums around the world.
Examples include: The International Conference:
Problems in Space, Time and Motion held in St.
Petersburg, Russia; Physics as a Science
Workshops, held in Cologne, Germany, and
Arrecife, Lanzarote, Spain; Physical Interpretations
of Relativity Theory, held in London, England, to mention only a few.  Over the course of
the last 22 years, Common Sense Science has developed a comprehensive and internally
consistent model for atomic structure and sub-atomic particles, referred to as Electro-
Magnetic Ring (Helicon) Theory that is presented in overview below. 

Helicon Theory is built upon the work of Dr. Thomas Barnes [16] and the corrected and
extended Parson’s ring model [17] defining electrons and protons as charged particles of
finite size and some specifiable physical shape.  David Bergman refined Barnes’ initial
model by specifying the basic physical shape of the particles as thin toroidal rings of
charge circulating at light speed [18]; these rings of charge are called “Helicons.”
Bergman’s work has identified two degrees of freedom within helicons that correspond to
well known physical properties of electrons and protons, and provide causal explanations
for magnetic moment, spin, self-stability criteria and other previously assumed-only prop-
erties for particles.  Joseph and Charles W. Lucas, Jr. have expanded both Barnes’ and
Bergman’s work to atomic structure and particle fine structure with each area of work
showing promising results that correspond to all known experimental findings, and pro-
vide accurate spectra calculations and spin predictions for all known nuclides where cur-
rent quantum models fail miserably [19].

Other principles inherent in Helicon Theory include the postulate that time flows constant-
ly and independently, and as such is not dependently associated with nor tied to space.
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Space itself is not perceived as being ‘absolute,’ such that interactions among matter (heli-
cons) and energy are solely dependent upon relative distances and motions among the par-
ticles and energy.

Electromagnetic field energy is understood to be caused by charged particles, and sur-
rounds the particles extending into space.  The field energy is non-quantized (i.e., energy
is fully analog varying continuously and smoothly).  The appearance of quantization
results from the inevitable interaction between energy and matter (specifically helicons)
wherein resonance-like phenomena (due to the finite and specific size of the helicon elec-
tron) give rise to the quantization of energy release and energy detection/absorption.
Helicon Theory, for example, has been able to predict and accurately calculate the spec-
tra of hydrogen in the near ultraviolet range of wavelengths in addition to accurately
deriving the line spectra from first principles based upon the helicon electron model [8].

Force, in Helicon Theory, is due only to electric and magnetic fields acting upon charge
wherein charge is solely embodied in helicons.  Rather than being postulated as an “inher-
ent” property of matter, inertial mass is a derived property resulting from the electrical and
magnetic feedback that occurs when charge (a helicon particle such as an electron or pro-
ton) is moved within its own electric and magnetic fields [20].  In other words, the attempt
at motion (i.e., the application of an external force) produces a force of feedback that
Barnes first calculated using the same principles (e.g., Lenz law, Faraday’s law) electrical
engineers use to compute the force and current direction that result when rotating a gen-
erator’s armature.  Mass is the reaction force of a charge moving within its own fields, and
is not substance or ‘stuff.’  Matter is always associated with the presence of charge which
is the ‘stuff’ or substance of which matter consists.

Helicon Theory is able to derive and/or explain
nuclear binding forces, chemical interactions, parti-
cle accelerator findings, nuclear decay energies and
many other experimentally derived properties of
matter using only forces derived from electric and
magnetic fields.  No need for invention of the so-
called ‘strong force’ or the nuclear ‘weak force’
exists.  We believe that these ‘forces’ were mistak-
enly devised to explain nuclear binding and particle
release phenomena using faulty models of both par-
ticles and forces.  The much-ignored magnetic force
alone is sufficient to describe and derive the major-
ity of nuclear forces and attributes.  In Common
Sense Science, all particle interactions are deter-
mined solely by electric and magnetic forces.  This
work highlights significant properties of magnetic
fields, such as their bipolar nature and near-field
geometry that dominates nuclear scale physics due
to the non-inverse-square-law variation of the field
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Figure 3
Helicon Showing Electric and
Magnetic Field/Force Lines

Red (dashed) Lines:  Electric Field
Vector Lines.  Force of repulsion is out-
ward, away from helicon surface,
attempting to “explode” particle (make it
larger).

Black (solid) Lines:  Magnetic Field
Vector Lines.  Magnetic ‘pinch” force
(arrows) is inward, normal to helicon sur-
face, attempting to ‘implode’ particle
(make it smaller).



strength in close proximity to helicons.  As a result, the magnetic force rapidly becomes
more influential at sub-atomic distances (near field phenomena) and accounts for the phe-
nomena that gave rise to the mistaken invention of the ‘Strong Force’ and ‘Weak Force.’
Helicon Theory builds upon an improved version of Classical Electrodynamics that,
unlike Maxwell’s theories alone, takes into account inclusion of particle (helicon) self-
charge and self-force effects (i.e., inductive effects that dominate behavior at relativistic
speeds approaching the speed of light), eliminates the point-particle assumption, and pro-
vides for other extensions and corrections of Maxwell’s Equations [21].  This is an ongo-
ing area of research drawing upon work by Wesley, Weber, Assis and others [references
may be found in 21]. 

As can be seen in the referenced papers, Helicon Theory has been able to successfully pre-
dict and derive:

Fundamental properties of particles
Quantum numbers
Atomic & nuclear magic numbers
Hydrogen spectra (including extreme ultraviolet wavelengths)
All nuclide spins
Planck’s constant
Nuclear decay energies

Ongoing research work seeks to extend this list using the principles of reality, causality
and unity [7, 22].
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 Property Electron Proton Unit 

Charge, e = 1.6021892 x 10-19 –e +e Coulombs 

Magnetic Flux, φ = 4.13089 x 10-15 –φ +φ Webers 

Mass, m = 9.109534 x 10-31 m km Kilograms 

Magnetic Moment , µ = 9.284832 x 10-24 –µ +µ/k J/T 

Spin, ps = h/(4π) = 1.0545887 x 10-34 h/(4π) h/(4π) Joule-sec 

Radius, R = 3.86607 x 10-13 R R/k meters 

Half-Thickness,  r = 7.42214 x 10-200 r r/k meters 

Shape, S = ln (R/r) = 429.931 S S — 

Rim Velocity, v = c = 2.99792458 x 10 8 c c meters/sec 

Rotation, ω = c/R = 7.75445 x 1020 ω Kω radians/sec  

Inductance,  L = 2.0891  x 10-16 L L/k Henry 

Capacitance, C = 3.12812 x 10-25 C C/k Farads 

Spectral Wavelength of Line n, λn λn λn/k meters 

Energy of Line n, En = nhψ En  kEn  Joules 

Table 1– Comparison of Properties of Free Particles



Particle and Atomic Models.  

The Real Proton.  Common Sense Science’s models
of the Proton [23] and Electron [24] (and their anti-
particles) are both based upon the Helicon Model of
a thin ring of charge.  Calculations and measure-
ments of magnetic moment for both the free proton
and free electron indicate that the radius of the pro-
ton is 1836.15 times smaller than the electron’s (for
the free-particle case only).  As a result, the proton
therefore has a larger mass due to greater charge
compression and intense electric and magnetic field
densities which produce a larger self-reaction force
(perceived as inertial mass).  

The proton has a smaller magnetic moment than the
electron due to its smaller radius.  Both particles’
radii will vary depending upon the degree of mag-
netic coupling with adjacent particles and other
forces upon the particles.  It follows that bound-
helicons (such as those in the nucleus of every
atom) will therefore have different radii than free-
helicons.  This change in radius, due to the coupling
of fields and other adjacent forces within the con-
fines of the nucleus, accounts for nuclear protons
having a so-called ‘anomalous’ magnetic moment
[18b].  Bound-protons have larger radii than free-
protons and a correspondingly larger magnetic
moment.

Nucleus of an O-16 Atom.  Atomic models devel-
oped by Charles and Joseph Lucas are derived from
experiments conducted with magnetic coupling and
geometric packing theory [19, 25].   The model proposes that nuclear particles (both elec-
trons and protons in various configurations) and shell electrons will adopt positions of
maximum stability by minimizing potential energy.  These conditions occur when there is
maximum coupling of magnetic flux among closely associated particles (helicons) with
simultaneous minimum packing geometries limited by forces of repulsion and attraction
in mutual balance.  The resulting system is inherently stable and resilient, allowing for sig-
nificant energy absorption and particle displacement (e.g., due to vibration) while main-
taining ‘springy’ resonant-like properties.

Conserved Quantities.  In Helicon Theory, two quantities are conserved at all times:

Charge:  each Helicon has charge e = 1.60218 x 10-19 Coulombs of charge 
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Figure 4
O16 Nuclear Model
by Joseph Lucas

Atomic models developed by Charles
and Joseph Lucas are derived from
experiments conducted with magnetic
coupling and geometric packing theory
[19, 25].  The model proposes that
nuclear particles (both electrons and pro-
tons in various configurations) and shell
electrons will adopt positions of maxi-
mum stability by minimizing potential
energy.  These conditions occur when
there is maximum coupling of magnetic
flux among closely associated particles
(helicons) with simultaneous minimum
packing geometries limited by forces of
repulsion and attraction in mutual bal-
ance.  The resulting system is inherently
stable and resilient, allowing for signifi-
cant energy absorption and particle dis-
placement (e.g., due to vibration) while
maintaining 'springy' resonant-like prop-
erties.



Magnetic Flux: each Helicon has flux φ =
4.13089 x 10-15 Webers of flux 

Planck’s Constant is derived from the constants  h =
eφ and is fundamentally based upon the conserva-
tion of both quantities.  This conservation coupled
with the observation that each and every helicon has
exactly these amounts of both charge and flux, gives
rise to the illusion of quantization in energy since all
energy originates from and can only be sensed via
helicons which possess specific quanta of charge
and flux.

Helicon Theory provides:

Simplicity
Only two forces:  electric and magnetic
Only four stable particles:  electrons, protons and their anti-particles
No proliferation of other so-called ‘particles’ (particle accelerator findings may be
explained and derived as debris from helicons’ charge fibers [see Lucas’ paper on
multiple filaments in the proceedings of  the
Physics as a Science Workshop (2002)]

Consistency
Self-consistent, no internal contradictions 
Conforms to all classical laws

Verifiability
Able to explain experimental observations
Can derive many previously ‘assumed’ prop-
erties and characteristics

Causality
Force and particle interrelationships specified
by concrete mathematics
Defines stability and interrelationship criteria 
Can be simulated and validated (and falsified)

Bergman Neutron Model. The calculated position locations (radii) of the proton and
electron in the Bergman Neutron Model [26] agree with the scattering measurements of
Hofstadter as reported by Burcham; this is an important validation of Bergman’s model
never before achieved by any proposed model for the neutron.  Rest mass is a result (com-
bination) of each particle’s individual rest-mass energy plus the mass-equivalent of the
mutual energy between the two helicons.  Mutual energy is equivalent to the beta decay
energy when the neutron separates into a free electron and free proton.  This simple expla-
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Proton 

Electron 

Figure 6
The neutron is not an elementary par-
ticle but a paired electron and proton.
This coaxial and coplanar configura-
tion, with the same direction of particle
rotation, stores the maximum excess
energy called beta decay energy.
Arrows show the direction of moving
charge.



nation eliminates the need for inventing the
‘weak’ nuclear force, and contributes to com-
putations of nuclear decay energies that agree
with experimentally derived measurements.

Bostick’s Refinement:  the Helicon. As an
extension of Bergman’s discovery of the larg-
er and smaller radii of both the electron and
proton, both Bergman and Bostick sought to
further define the charge distribution of charge
within the toroidal ring form.  Bostick pro-
posed that the minimum degree of theoretical
error would be found using a helically rotating
filament of charge that traversed around a
toroidal form [27].  This helical rotation of
one, or more, charge filaments was first called

a “helicon” by Collins [28].  In order for each helicon particle to be stable, the forces
resulting from electric field energy and magnetic field energy must balance.  Current heli-
con self-stability research by David Bergman has achieved a close approximation of these
forces in balance at specific R (larger radius), r (smaller radius) and rotation integer val-
ues corresponding to known electron quantities.

As can be seen in Figure 9, charge moves along as a fiber forming the shape of a circular
solenoid as a helix wound around a toroidal shell.  The fiber is shown with 0, 1, 3, and 7
turns around the toroidal form (top to bottom) wherein the toroid is shown only as a visu-
al aid and is not part of the spiraling Helicon electron.  The number of turns, which can
only be integer values, indicates the energy state of the particle.  Fibers with one turn rep-
resent an electron in a “non-excited” state (minimum energy).  Fibers with two and high-
er numbers of turns correspond to electrons in excited states (enhanced energy levels).  A
fiber with zero turns does not correspond with any electron shape found in nature.
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Figure 7 
Dimensions and Characteristics of

an Isolated Neutron
The calculated position locations (radii)
of the proton and electron in the
Bergman neutron model [26] agree with
the scattering measurements of
Hofstadter as reported by Burcham; this
is an important validation of Bergman's
model never before achieved by any pro-
posed model for the neutron.  Rest mass
is a result (combination) of each parti-
cle's individual rest-mass energy plus the
mass-equivalent of the mutual energy
between the two helicons.  Mutual ener-
gy is equivalent to the beta decay ener-
gy when the neutron separates into a
free electron and free proton.  This sim-
ple explanation eliminates the need for
inventing the 'weak' nuclear force, and
contributes to computations of nuclear
decay energies that agree with experi-
mentally derived measurements.

 

 Bound Proton Radius 1.7 x 10 -16 m. 

Bound Electron Radius 5.7 x 10 -16 m. 

PREDICTED BY RING THEORY
Bound Proton,    R = .17 x 10 -15

Free Proton,       R = .21 x 10-15

Bound Electron,  R = .57 x 10-15

Figure 8
Charge Distribution in a Neutron



The fact that the number of turns can
only assume integer values is significant,
and represents another aspect of apparent
energy quantization in that the helicon
will only release (radiate) energy in that
amount that permits the rotational
change (reduction) by one complete turn.
The rapid absorption and/or emission of
energy results from the elastic, though
‘tight,’ nature of the charge fiber as it
transitions from one integer number of
rotations to another. 

Diatomic Hydrogen Molecule.  Hydro-
gen does not exist as a single atom of
hydrogen consisting of one proton and
one electron [29].  Such a system of only
two particles is incapable of long term
stability as is routinely evidenced by the
almost immediate ionization of free so-
called hydrogen ‘atoms.’  The hydrogen
‘atom,’ in every case, becomes merely a
free proton whose electron, with its sig-
nificantly greater mobility, has departed
for something of much greater attraction. 
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2.86665 x 10 +23 

8.40264 x 10 +22 

Isolated  
 Neutron  

Sum of 2 left cells  

Sum of 2 left cells  

-3.13472 x 10 -13 

1.22507 x 10 -13 

1.50535 x 10 -10 

-9.66237 x 10 -27 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

9.98143 x 10 -23 

5.99028 x 10 -4 

1.25743 x 10 -13 

Property  
(SI MKS units)  

Free  
Electron 

Free  
Proton 

Bound Electron 
in Neutron  

Bound Proton in 
Neutron 

Electrostatic Energy  4.10305 x 10-14 7.53382 x 10 -11 2.79012 x 10 -11 9.51138 x 10 -11 

Magnetostatic Energy  4.08406 x 10 -14 7.49894 x 10 -11 2.77722 x 10 -11 9.46736 x 10 -11 

Mutual E-Static Energy  N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Mutual M-Static 
Energy

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Total Energy  8.18711 x 10 -14 1.50328 x 10 -10 N/A N/A 

Magnetic Moment  -9.28483 x 10 -24 5.05669 x 10 -27 -1.36690 x 10 -26 4.00662 x 10 -27 

Radius (meter)  3.86607 x 10 -13 2.10553 x 10 -16 5.69157 x 10 -16 1.66830 x 10 -16 

Spin Rate  (rad/sec)  -7.75445 x 10 +20 1.42383 x 10 +24 -5.26731 x 10 +23 1.79700 x 10 +24 

Current (Ampère) -19.7736 36307.2 -13431.4  45822.8  

Capacitance  3.12817 x 10 -25 1.70366 x 10 -28 4.60017 x 10 -28 1.34944 x 10 -28 

Inductance  2.08906 x 10-16 1.13774 x 10 -19 3.07889 x 10 -19 9.01771 x 10 -20 

Magnetic Flux  -4.13082 x 10 -15 -4.13082 x 10 -15 -4.13082 x 10 -15 -4.13082 x 10 -15 

Mutual Inductance  N/A N/A 9.98143 x 10 -23 9.98143 x 10 -23 

Coefficient of Coupling  N/A N/A 5.99028 x 10 -4 5.99028 x 10 -4 

Resonant Frequency 1  1.23703 x 10 +20 2.27136 x 10 +23 N/A N/A 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Beta Decay Energy  N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Resonant Frequency 2  

Table 2
An Isolated Neutron Is Composed of a Paired Electron and Proton.

Similar characteristics of free particles are shown for comparison.  N/A means Not Applicable.

 
k = 0

k = 1

k = 3

k = 7

Figure 9
Helicons with Various k Values

As can be seen in Figure 9, charge moves along as a
fiber forming the shape of a circular solenoid as a helix
wound around a toroidal shell.  The fiber is shown with
0, 1, 3, and 7 turns around the toroidal form (top to bot-
tom) wherein the toroid is shown only as a visual aid and
is not part of the spiraling Helicon electron.  The number
of turns, which can only be integer values, indicates the
energy state of the particle.  Fibers with one turn repre-
sent an electron in a "non-excited" state (minimum ener-
gy).  Fibers with two and higher numbers of turns corre-
spond to electrons in excited states (enhanced energy
levels).  A fiber with zero turns does not correspond with
any electron shape found in nature.



Hydrogen, in its simplest stable form, exists as a
diatomic molecule designated as H2 and is the sim-
plest form of matter that is charge-neutral and sta-
ble.  Due to the dominance of magnetic coupling in
both nuclear and atomic environments, a minimum
of four particles (helicons) is required for stability.
Four particles will magnetically couple in an elon-
gated ring configuration as shown in the Figures 9,
10 and 11.  Computer simulations demonstrate that
the specified geometry results in a stable minimum potential energy arrangement.  The
line of magnetic coupling is elliptical (vice circular) due to the contributions of the elec-
tric forces of repulsion and attraction, and the disparity in physical size (diameter)
between the electrons and the much smaller protons.  Proton centers are calculated to be
47% of the distance to the molecule’s center relative to the spacing of the electron centers.
Also, the electron’s moment and radius have been measured to be 658 times larger than
the proton’s moment and radius, a value that differs significantly from the ratio of radii
between the free particles.

Helicon Theory explains hydrogen’s spectra as
resulting from the physical characteristics of bound
electrons in H2.  Electrons (and protons) adjust their
radius depending on the total captured magnetic
flux in a given atom (element).  Helium spectra, for
example, differ due to helium’s different (and
unique) particle arrangements, the number of parti-
cles (helicons), particle spacing and the resulting
captured flux per particle. 

As noted above, the apparent quantization of energy
results from both the finite size of helicons and from
the integer values of k—the number of charge fiber
turns around the toroidal helicon form.  Since k can
only vary in integer steps so as to maintain the con-
tinuous fiber current, it is proposed that a brief
‘stretching’ transition between k levels occurs rap-
idly giving appearance of near ‘instantaneous’
jumps between ‘quantum states.’  Therefore, the
majority of H2 spectra are mathematically derivable
from helicon primary and secondary radii (R, r) and
the number of fiber turns (k) [29].  The actual physical reality is ‘analog’ or continuous,
although the transitions that produce radiation occur in step-like fashion due to specific
physical dimensions and constraints that have causal mechanisms driving the phenomena.
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Figure 10
Shows two protons and two electrons in
their relative positions.

Figure 11
Hydrogen Molecule Excitation States

Upper diagram shows two protons and
left electron in non-excited states (k =
1).  Right electron with seven loops is
shown in excited state (k = 7) revealing
the Helicon Geometry.

Lower diagram shows same molecule
with axes and toroidal form added as
visual aid.



Summary. Modern physics is a collection of disparate and frequently contradictory the-
ories and models that appear to have stagnated from the current ‘consensus’ approach uti-
lized in publication review and research funding decision processes.  Many of these well-
worn ‘standard’ theories proved themselves useful to varying degrees, and sought to
accommodate the experimental observations of their day.  But the time has come when
their utility has plateaued, and many of these now-dated theories have been falsified by
experiment, and should be abandoned.     New theories for atomic and sub-atomic parti-
cles now exist that provide greater consistency and conformance with measured data, and
produce more accurate and reliable predictions for spin, spectral emissions and other
measurable parameters.  The power, promise and precision of these new theories and mod-
els are compelling evidence that these theories should be examined seriously and no
longer ignored by mainstream physicists.

In particular, Helicon Theory has demonstrated unsurpassed accuracy in predicting, deriv-
ing and explaining known measured characteristics of atomic structures and sub-atomic
particles.  These merits are significant indicators that extensive efforts and expanded
research resources should be focused upon the further development of Helicon Theory,
and that such actions have a high probability of yielding useful and insightful results via
the extension and refinement of physical models in particle physics.
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